A book by a single author: (6.27, 7.02.18)

A book by two to seven authors: (6.27)


A book with an organization or group as author: (6.27)

A book with an editor: (6.27)

An article from a magazine: (7.01.7)

An article from a scholarly journal: (6.30, 7.01.3)
Note: If issues are not continuously paginated, include issue number after volume number, e.g., 81(1).

An article from a newspaper: (7.01.10)

An article from an encyclopedia: (7.02)

Unsigned article

Signed article

A video/DVD recording: (7.07.49)
Electronic Resources

A scholarly journal article from a database: (6.31, 6.32)

A DOI (digital object identifier) is a unique string of numbers and letters assigned to some journal articles to make them easier to locate. If the article you select has a DOI, include that information in your citation. If a DOI is not available, include the web address of the journal’s homepage. You do not need to include the name of the database you used to access the article.

Article with a DOI (7.01.1, 7.01.2)

Article without a DOI (7.01.3)

An online article from a newspaper: (7.01.11)

An online newsletter article without an author: (7.01.9)

An Internet source from the World Wide Web: (7.09, 7.09.61)

Source with an author

Source without an author or a date

An electronic book: (7.02.19)

For a detailed explanation of citation format and more examples, see the APA Manual chapter and section listed (e.g., 7.01.1). Refer to the APA Manual for other sources such as blog posts, video blog posts, podcasts, photographs, and more. You can also visit http://www.apastyle.org/elecref.html for examples.